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1. INTRODUCTION
Ä Ä .  .By considering a random variable rv , 3 , say, such that P 3 s x s l ,2 2 i i
 .  .i s 1, 2, the basic definition of convexity, f l x q l x F l f x q1 1 2 2 1 1
 .l f x can be written as2 2
Ä ÄEf 3 G f E3 , 1 . .  .2 2
where E is the expectation operator.
Jensen's inequality and its progeny can be regarded as resulting from
 .demonstrations that if l is true for all rvs with 2-point distributions, it is
also true for ever-widening classes of rvs including vectors with continuous
 w x.  .distributions see, e.g., 6, pp. 48]49 . These extensions of l have led to
some of the most powerful applications of convexity.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the usefulness of some concepts
 .  .of the comparati¨ e convexity of two functions, f x and g x say, that have
 .the same extensibility as l from 2-point discrete to continuous distribu-
tions.
 .The most obvious comparative concept is obtained by defining f x to
 . w xbe absolutely more convex than g x on some interval a, b if for all
w xl , l G 0, l q l s 1, and x , x g a, b ,1 2 1 2 1 2
l f x q l f x y f l x q l x .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
G l g x q l g x y g l x q l x . 2 .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
* The author is grateful to his colleague, J. Eugene Poirier, S. J. for computationalÁ
assistance.
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 .  .This definition is clearly equivalent to saying that f x y g x is convex
Ä Ä Ä Äw x   .  ..  .  .on a, b which, because E f 3 y g 3 s Ef 3 y Eg 3 , implies
Ä Ä Ä ÄEf 3 y f E3 G Eg 3 y g E3 , 3 . .  .  .  .
Äfor all 3 for which the expectations exist.
w x  .For f , g that have second derivatives on a, b , 2 is, of course, equiva-
Y Y  .  .lent to f G g . Evidently, when g x s x q k, 2 reduces to ordinary
convexity of f. Because the preceding absolute approach can be entirely
handled by the tools of ordinary convexity, its applications are straightfor-
ward.
 .A less straightforward comparative concept is obtained by defining f x
 .  . w xto be relati¨ ely more convex than g x written frg on a, b , if for all
w xl , l G 0, l q l s 1, and x , x g a, b ,1 2 1 2 1 2
l f x q l f x l g x q l g x .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2G , 4 .
f l x q l x g l x q l x .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .  . w xwhere it is assumed that f x and g x are both positive on a, b or both
negative. If f and g are of opposite signs, even if both convex, the absolute
 .values of the ratios on the two sides of 4 are separated by unity no matter
how different the curvatures of the graphs of the two functions. This is one
reason why consideration is restricted to f and g having the same sign.
Another reason is to preserve the property that any convex function is
relatively more convex than any concave one.
Ordinary convexity of a positive f corresponds to frg when g s kx,
 .  .  .k, x ) 0. Another particular case of 4 , namely, f x s g x q d , where d
 .is a positive constant, is described by saying that g x is ``increasingly
X . X  X .relatively convex.'' If g x exists, this amounts to g rg when g, g ) 0 .
 .In terms of the graphs of f and g, the ratios in 4 are measures of the
degree to which a chord joining two points on the graph lies above the
 .corresponding arc. The reason for the absolute values appearing in 4 can
be seen by assuming that f and g are convex but negative. Then the
 .absolute values for both the ratios in 4 are less than unity, and the
smaller absolute value of the ratio corresponds to the greater relative
height of the chord above the arc.
With the definition given, it is easy to see that frg where f is convex and
g is concave of the same sign as f. Also, if both f and g are convex, then,
standardizing for the height of the ordinates by assuming that the graphs
of f , g intersect at both a and b, it can be seen that frg if f has more
 .curvature than g if f , g, were both concave the latter would yield grf .
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Ä  .In terms of 3 in the previous text, 4 is2
Ä ÄEf 3 Eg 3 .  .2 2G . 5 .Ä Äf E3 g E3 .  .2 2
 .It is shown in Section 2 that, if 5 holds for all rvs with 2-point distribu-
Ä tions, then it holds for the class of rvs 3 for which the expectations exist as
.Stieltjes integrals .
Whereas f absolutely more convex than g implies f y g convex and
Y Y  .f G g , it is easy to see that 4 does not generally imply that frg is
 .convex. It is, however, shown that 4 implies
f Y x gY x .  .
G , 6 .
f x g x .  .
 .  .for all x in a, b . On the other hand, 6 is not, in general, sufficient for
 .  .4 , although, it does imply, in its strict version, that 4 holds for l s l1 2
when x and x are sufficiently close to each other. A number of sufficient1 2
 .conditions are presented for 4 to be true generally, i.e., for frg. These,
like Jensen's inequality, lead to endless particular cases. One application is
ÄE3Ä Ä Ä Ä .  . w xto show that E e3 re G E sin 3rsin E3 for 3 with support in pr4, pr2 .
 w xAnother application is a derivation of a moment inequality see 1, p. 198
Ä .for an alternative proof when 3 is discrete and finite , namely
Är ÄsE3 E3
G , if r ) s ) 1. 7 .r sÄ ÄE3 E3 .  .
 .In the Appendix, conditions are developed which, in combination with 6 ,
1 . w xare sufficient for 4 to hold for any x , x in a, b with l s l s , a1 2 1 2 2
situation described as f being more convex than g in the Jensen sense
 .written frJg . An example of an application of this is to show that frJg
 . x  . x yxwhen f x s e y 0.05, g x s ce q de , where c, d are positive con-
stants. A byproduct of the approach is a proof of the identity,
1 1 1 1sin a q sin b cos a q cos b2 2 2 2s . 8 .
sin a q b r2 cos a q b r2 .  . .  .
Unlike the analogous result for convex functions, frJg does not necessar-
ily imply frg when the functions are continuous. A counterexample is given
in the following text.
 .In Section 3, frg is compared to the familiar concept of f x being
 .  y1 w x.  wcon¨ex with respect to g x , or fg being convex, see 2 . Because see 6,
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x.  .  .  .  . X .p. 39 for a convex function f x , f b y f a ) b y a f a , a - b,
another approach to relative convexity of two functions f , g monotone in
.the same direction would be to define f as relatively more convex than g
w  .  .x  . X . w  .  .x  . X . w xif f b y f a r b y a f a ) g b y g a r b y a g a for all a, b .
 w x w x.However, it is easy to show by using results in 2, p. 389 and 7, p. 129
that, if f X, gX are continuous, this is equivalent to fgy1 convex so it would
only lead back to f being convex with respect to g. The corresponding `` f
is absolutely convex w.r.t. g '' would again lead back to f y g convex.
Ä Ä Ä . w  .xf convex w.r.t. g is equivalent to Ef 3 G f M 3 , for all 3 for whichg
Ä y1 Ä . w  .x wthe expectations exist, where M 3 s g Eg 3 , a generalized mean 6,g
x  w x.p. 107 called a quasi-mean in 1 . If f , g are increasing, f convex w.r.t. g
Ä Ä Ä .  .is equivalent to M 3 G M 3 , for all 3. It is shown that deri¨ ati¨ es ratherf g
 .than levels of M , M can be compared based on extensions of frg to f xf g
 .  . being relatively more convex than g x with respect to h x a third
Ä Ä.  .  .function . Specifically, functions of the form M 3 q t , M 3 q t areg f
X Ä X Ä Ä .  .examined and conditions for M 3 q t G M 3 q t for all 3 are given.g f
Applications of the results to comparative statics in optimization problems
are discussed.
2. RESULTS ON RELATIVE CONVEXITY
The first task is to prove
Ä .THEOREM 1. If 5 is true for all r¨s 3 with 2-point distributions, then2
Ä ÄEf 3 Eg 3 .  .n nG , 9 .Ä Äf E3 g E3 .  .n n
Äis true for all r¨s 3 such thatn
Ä w xP 3 s x s l , x g a, b , .n i i i
n
i s 1, 2 . . . n and l s 1. i
1
Proof. Consider the case f , g positive and define
n n n n
f l x l g x y g l x l f x s H , say. 10 .  .  .   i i i i i i i i /  /
is1 is1 is1 is1
 .Evidently, 9 is equivalent to H F 0. Now, for given x , consider thei
problem of choosing l G 0 i s 1, 2 . . . , n to maximize H subject toi
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n l s 1 and n l x s c, where c is constant. Because of this lastis1 i is1 i i
constraint, the maximand is linear in the l as are the constraints, and it isi
easy to see that, in view of the quasi-convexity of the maximand, the search
for a maximizer can be confined to points where n l x s c intersectsis1 i i
an edge of the unit simplex n l s 1. Such points are linear combina-is1 i
 w xtions of at most two vertices of the simplex see 3, p. 1122 for a similar
.argument . Hence, the maximum value is attained by a solution with at
most two nonzero l . If it were claimed that a value of H corresponding toi
nn ) 2 nonzero l s l say, were positive, then, by putting c s  l xi i is1 i i
the preceding would imply H also being positive at a 2-nonzero li
Ä .maximizer, contradicting the assumption that 9 is true for all 3 withn
n s 2. The proof when f , g are negative follows the same logic.
It is easy to prove
Ä . THEOREM 2. If 9 holds for all 3 , for integral n, then it also holds if fn
Ä. w xand g are continuous for any 3 with support in a, b for which the
expectations exist as Stieltjes integrals.
w xAgain, the proof is given only for the f , g positive case, and for a, b
finite.
w xProof. Any partition of a, b with x - x , i s 1, 2, . . . , n with ai iq1
X Ä Ä X . w xchoice of x in x , x corresponds to a rv 3 such that P 3 s x s li i iq1 n n i i
Ä .  .  .s F x y F x , where F x is the distribution function of 3. As usual,iq1 i
it can be assumed that l G 0 and nl s 1.i 1 i
X  .Inserting these values of l and x s x in H of 10 , leads, when frg, toi i i
a nonpositive value of H, H say. As the lengths of the intervals tend ton
Ä Ä 4 zero, the sequence H converges because E3 ª E3, f , g are continu-n n
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  . .  .  .  .  .ous, Eg 3 ª Eg 3 , etc. to f E3 Eg 3 y g E3 Ef 3 which itself mustn
be nonpositive.
As discussed earlier, if f is absolutely more convex than g, then
f Y G gY, while if f is convex w.r.t. g and increasing, then f Yrf X G gYrg X
 w x.see 2, p. 389 . An analogous result holds for relative convexity, namely,
 . Y YTHEOREM 3. If frg, then 6 holds if f , g are continuous.
 .Proof. Consider any x in a, b . There is some e ) 0 such that theo
 .  .  .  .interval x y e , x q e S a, b . Suppose, first, that f x , g x ) 0 ono o
w x  .  .  .  .a, b . Then, frg implies that, where F x s f x rf x , G x so
 .  .g x rg x .o
M x s F x y x q F x q x y G x y x q G x q x , 11 4 .  .  .  .  .  .o o o o
 . < <  .  .has M x G 0 for x F e . Because M 0 s 0, M x has a local minimum
Y .  .at x s 0. This implies M o G 0 which implies 6 for x s x for f , go
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 . Y .positive. If f , g are negative, M o is a maximum and M o F 0 implies
 .  .6 for f , g negative. Because x is any point in a, b and all the functionso
 .  . w xinvolved in 6 are assumed continuous, 6 also holds on a, b .
Y Y  .  .Unlike the analogous result for f G g , 6 even in the strict version is
 .not sufficient for frg a counterexample is given in the following text .
However, it is not difficult to generate sufficient conditions, as is shown by
the following theorem. It is assumed that f , g, ) 0, } without real loss of
 .  .generality because frg is equivalent to yg r yf and the conditions in
the theorem are easily restated in terms of yf and yg.
Ä Ä .  .THEOREM 4. The following are each sufficient for Ef 3 rf E3 G
Ä Ä Ä .  .Eg 3 rg E3 for all r¨s 3 for which the expectations exist, and for which f
Äand g are positi¨ e on the smallest inter¨ al including the support of 3:
a. frg con¨ex and monotone in the same direction as g.
b. grf conca¨e and monotone in the opposite direction to f.
c. f is con¨ex w.r.t. g ; g, frg increasing; g con¨ex.
d. f is con¨ex w.r.t. g. g increasing, frg decreasing; g conca¨e.
e. f con¨ex and increasing; g decreasing; fy1 conca¨e w.r.t. gy1.
f. f is absolutely more con¨ex than g, and f F g.
Z Z  .g. 0 - f - g ; f G g, f , g strictly con¨ex; frg not e¨erywhere de-
 .creasing; 6 .
Z Y Z Y  .h. f rf - g rg ; f , g, strictly con¨ex; frg not e¨erywhere decreas-
 .ing; 6 .
 .  .Proof. a and b are direct consequences of Chebyshev's inequality
 w x.  .and the assumed curvature of frg see 6, p. 197 , e.g., Ef G E frg Eg in
Ä Ä Ä Ä . w  .  .x  .  .  .  .a together with E f 3 rg 3 G f E3 rg E3 . c and d follow from
Ä Äf M f E3 f E3 .  . .g Äf M s M and g M s Eg 3 . . .  .  .g g gÄ ÄM . E3 E3 .  .g
 .  we follows from a result due to Liu, Chow, and Teicher, see 6, pp.
x.  .  .340]341 , namely, that if f is continuous and convex, Y x and Y x y1 1
Ä .Y x are both increasing, then, where 3 is a rv for which the expectations2
exist,
Ä Ä Ä ÄEf Y 3 y EY 3 q C G Ef Y 3 y EY 3 q C , 12 . .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
y1 Ä .  .  .C being constant. If f s F, Y s x, Y s F G, where F x s f x rf E3 ,1 2
Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .G x s g x rg E3 , C s EY 3 , 12 becomes2
y1Ä Ä Ä ÄEF 3 y E3 q EF G 3 G EG 3 . 13 . .  .
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Now, because fy1 is assumed concave w.r.t. gy1, it follows that Fy1 is also
y1 y1 Ä y1 Ä y1 Ä .  .  .concave w.r.t. G , and so, EF G 3 F F G E3 . But F G E3 s
y1 Ä Ä Ä Ä y1 Ä .  .F 1 s E3. Hence 3 G 3 y E3 q EF G 3 , which with F increasing
Ä Ä .  .  .and 13 yields EF 3 G EG 3 .
 .  .  .Proof of g follows from considering that its conditions, and F x , G x
 .  . Yas just defined lead to F x y G x convex. This is so because F rF G
Y  X X .X X XG rG implies that GF y FG G 0. Hence, if GF y FG G 0 at x s x ,0
X X  .XGF y FG G 0 for x ) x , i.e., FrG G 0 and FrG G 1 for x ) x s0 1
Ä X Xw x  .max x , E3 , which with 6 implies F y G nondecreasing for x G x . On0 1
the other hand, 0 - f Z - gZ , f ) g implies FZ - GZ , so FX y GX is
strictly concave and cannot have a minimum. Because it is nondecreasing
 .  .for x G x it must also be for x - x ; hence, F x y G x is convex and1 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .EF 3 y EG 3 G F E3 y G E3 s 0. Proof of h uses the same argu-
ment after noting that FZrFY - GZrGY also implies that FX y GX cannot
 Y Y .  .have a minimum given F , G ) 0 . Finally, the proof of f is obvious.
 .  .It is also easy to prove ``converses'' of c and d in which frg, along with
appropriate modifications of the other conditions, implies f is convex
w.r.t g.
 .  .  .It may be noted that only g and h make use of 6 , the necessary
 .condition for frg. That 6 on its own is not sufficient for frg can be seen by
noting that f Yrf s gYrg is satisfied when f s c e x q d eyx , g s c e x q1 1 2
yx  .  .d e for any constant c , d , c , d and again for f s sin kx , g s cos kx .2 1 1 2 2
In either case, it is easy to choose the constants to yield counterexamples.
 .That even the strict version of 6 is insufficient, in general, can be verified
Ä Ä xw x w xthrough the counterexample with P 3 s 0 s 0.3, P 3 s 1 s 0.7; f s e2 2
y 0.05, g s e x q eyx.
Y Y  .  .On the other hand, if f rf ) g rg f , g ) 0 the function M x defined
 .by 11 will have a local minimum at x s 0, so that, for sufficiently small e ,
1Ä Ä .  .  . w  . xM e ) M 0 s 0 and all rvs 3 e such that P 3 e s x y e s and2 2 o 2
1Äw  . x  .P 3 e s x q e s will satisfy 5 . It turns out that it is not possible, in2 o 2
  .general, to extend this local property to show that frJg i.e., 5 holds for
1 . w xl s l s to the whole interval a, b . A counterexample is provided by1 2 2
1 5 4 3 2Äw x  .  .taking P 3 s "1 s ; f s 0 ? 5 x y 1 ? 1 x q x q 41 x q 118 x q2 2
80, g s 40 x 2 q 110 x q 80, which are positive, increasing, and convex on
w xy1, 1 . Theorem A in the Appendix gives some conditions which, together
with f Yrf ) gYrg do imply frJg.
3. APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS
Because, like Jensen's inequality, the results in Theorem 4 are true for
Äall relevant 3, they can be used to generate specific inequalities of
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Äconsiderable generality. For example, if 3 G 0, s ) r ) 1, then
Äs ÄrE3 E3
G , 14 .s rÄ ÄE3 E3 .  .
 .which follows immediately from Theorem 4a or 4c . As another example,
 . x  .Theorem 4a also leads immediately to frg where f x s e , g x s sin x,
w x w xand a, b s pr4, pr2 . The next application depends on generalizing frg
 .  . to the notion that f x is more convex than g x w.r.t. a strictly mono-
.  .  .tonic third function h x . As noted previously, f x convex with respect to
 . w xh x on a, b is equivalent to
Ä ÄEf 3 G f M 3 , 15 . .  .h
Ä Ä y1 Äw x  . w  .xfor all 3 with support in a, b , where M 3 s h Eh 3 , the generalizedh
 .  .  w xmean. f x convex w.r.t. h x is also equivalent see 1, pp. 228]229 to
Ä Ä Ä Äw  .  .x w  .  .x w  .  .x w  .  .xEf 3 y f E3 r f x y f x G Eh 3 y h E3 r h x y h x2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
Äfor all a F x - x F b where 3 is defined in Section 1.1 2 2
An obvious generalization of frg is to consider
Ä ÄEf 3 Eg 3 .  .
G , 16 .Ä Äf M 3 g M 3 .  .h h
and to say that f is relatively more convex than g with respect to h frg
Ä.  .w.r.t. h , when 16 holds for all 3 for which the expectations exist.
 .Alternatively one could, as in 5 , base the definition on two-valued rvs. In
 .view of Theorems 1, 2, and 5, this would be equivalent to 16 .
Ä Ä .  .  .Obviously, when h x s x, M 3 s E3 and 16 is equivalent to frg.h
Even in the general case, the new concept is in fact a special case of
relatively more convex as shown in
THEOREM 5. f is relati¨ ely more con¨ex than g with respect to h, if and
 y1 .  y1 .only if fh r gh .
Ä Ä .  .Proof. This is immediate from t s h 3 and the definition of M 3 .h
COROLLARY. If frg w.r.t. h, then
X Y Y X Y Yf f h g g h
y G y , 17 .X X X X< < < <f f h g g h
 .which is just an application of 6 .
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It follows from Theorem 5 that sufficient conditions for frg w.r.t. h are
given by Theorem 4, mutatis mutandis. For example, in Theorem 4a]d, all
 .  .that is necessary is to change convex concave to convex concave w.r.t. h.
For the application to derivatives of generalized means, a further
 .generalization of 16 to
Ä ÄEf 3 Eg 3 .  .
G , 18 .Ä Äf M 3 g M 3 .  .h k
Äfor all 3 can be made. This is described as `` f is more convex w.r.t. h, then
g is w.r.t. k.'' Defining
Ä ÄM t s M 3 q t , M t s M 3 q t , 19 .  .  . .  .f f g g
X X Ä .  .it is easy to see that M t G M t all 3 is equivalent tof g
X Ä X ÄEf 3 q t Eg 3 q t .  .
G , 20 .X Xf M t g M t .  .f g
X X  . X Xwhich when f , g ) 0 is 18 with f , g, h, k replaced by f , g , f , g, respec-
X X  .  . X Xtively. If f , g - 0, 19 is 18 with f , g, h, k replaced by yf , yg , f , g,
respectively.
In many optimization problems in finance and economics, the solution is
Ä Äa choice of 3 such that the only characteristics of 3 that matter are
Ä .captured in M 3 q t where u is a utility function, and t is a measure ofu
w xwealth; see, e.g., 7 . Examination of how the comparative statics of such
problems changes with changes in u involves finding conditions that
X X Ä .  .ensure M t G M t for all 3. Because this is shown to be a special casef g
 .of 18 , it is useful to conclude with the obvious:
 .THEOREM 6. A sufficient condition for 18 is frg w.r.t. h and g more
 .con¨ex w.r.t. to h than it is w.r.t. k, where the latter is defined by 18 with f
replaced by g.
Whether g is more convex w.r.t. to h than it is w.r.t. k involves
Ä Äw  .x w  .xcomparison of g M 3 with g M 3 whose relative magnitudes dependh k
Ä Ä .  .on whether g is increasing or decreasing and whether M 3 4 M 3k h
which, in turn, is determinate if one of h, k is convex or concave with
respect to the other. For example, if k and h are increasing and if k is
Ä Ä Ä .  .convex w.r.t. h, then M 3 G M 3 for all 3.k h
 .For the sake of completeness, it is worth pointing out that 18 implies
 .that 17 is true with h replaced by k on its right-hand side; proof is by the
same technique used in Theorem 3.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Two concepts of comparative convexity have been introduced and some
of their uses have been discussed. A related concept is due to Matkowski
Äw x  .  . w  .xand Ratz 5 : f x is said to be M-convex with respect to g x if f M 3È g
Ä Ä y1w  .x .F M f 3 , all 3 which is equivalent to gfg convex. Both of theg
concepts introduced in this paper provide an ordering of functions that is
transitive. They also have the property that the class of all functions
 .  .absolutely relatively more convex than a given function is closed under
addition and positive scalar multiplication. These two properties are shared
by the familiar relation f is convex with respect to g as long as only
functions monotonic in the same direction are considered. However,
without the latter restriction a concave increasing f will be convex with
respect to a convex decreasing g as long as f Yrf X y gYrg X ) 0. In contrast,
a convex function is always absolutely and relatively more convex than any
concave function. On the other hand, the relation f is convex with respect
to g holds if and only if c q k f is convex with respect to c q k g,1 1 2 2
where k and k are positive constants, and c and c are any constants.1 2 1 2
For absolutely more convex, this is true only if k s k s 1; while for1 2
relatively more convex, it is true only if c s c s 0.1 2
APPENDIX
For completeness, a number of easily proved results on frg that allow
 .discovery of new functions having the relation are listed here: i f , g ) 0,
 .  . X X Y  .  .  .f q g rg implies frg; ii f , g, f , g , f ) 0 imply fg rg ; iii h 0 s 0,
X Y Y  .f , g, h , h , f ) 0, frg imply h f rg.
 .DEFINITION. f x is said to be more convex than g in the Jensen sense
w x . w x w xon a, b frJg if, for all x g a, b , and h G 0 such that x y h, x q h0 0 0
w x; a, b ,
f x y h q f x q h g x y h q g x q h .  .  .  .0 0 0 0G , A1 .
2 f x 2 g x .  .0 0
w xwhere f and g are either both positive or both negative on a, b .
 .THEOREM A. The strict form of inequality 6 , in addition to any of the
following are together sufficient for frJg, assuming f and g are positi¨ e as in
 .  .Theorem 4, because frJg is equi¨ alent to yg rJ yf , the case of f , g negati¨ e
.is handled mutatis mutandis .
a. f Z - 0 - gZ
b. f Z - gZ - 0; f - g
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c. f XXXX ) gXXXX ) 0; f - g
d. gYrg nondecreasing; frg, f increasing; g convex
e. gYrg decreasing, f Yrf increasing; f , g increasing; g convex
 .  .  .Proof. Consider M x as defined in 11 . Equation A1 is equivalent to
 .M h G 0. It is easy to see that
x x0qh 0X X X XM h s F x y G x dx y F x y G x dx. A2 .  .  .  .  .  .H H
x x0 0yh
 .Evidently, for M h to be negative it is necessary that for some 0 - x - h,
X . X . X . X .F x q x y G x q x - F x y x y G x y x . Now, it is given that0 0 0 0
 . Y . Y . X .6 holds strictly at x , i.e., F x y G x is positive, so that F x yo o o
X .  .G x is increasing at x . Accordingly, for M h - 0, it is necessary thato
FX y GX pass through a minimum between x y x and x . Conditions ao o
and b guarantee that FX y GX is strictly concave and are, therefore,
 .sufficient to rule out M h - 0.
 .  .The proofs relating to c]e also use 11 , and the fact that M o s 0 is a
 . < <strict local minimum. By continuity, M h ) 0 for sufficiently small h . To
 .  .have A1 fail, it is necessary that M h - o for some h ) o such thato o
 .a F x y h - x q h F b. For that to happen, it is necessary that M x0 o 0 0
 .rise from positive values near x s 0 to a maximum, M h say, where
h - h . Conditions c]e are all sufficient to rule out such a maximum. Takeo
 .d first. The strict form of 6 implies
GY q FY y GY GY .
) , A3 .
G q F y G G .
and because F, G ) 0, it follows that
GY
Y YF y G ) F y G . A4 .  .
G
 .Equation A4 in turn leads to
Y Y Y Y YM h s F x y h y G x y h q F x q h y G x q h .  .  .  .  .0 o o o
YG x y h .o
) F x y h y G x y h .  .o oG x y h .o
YG x q h .oq F x q h y G x q h . o oG x q h .o
YG x y h .oG M h , A5 .  .
G x y h .o
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 .  .because F X q h y G x q h can be taken to be nonnegative becauseo o
 .  .  .FrG is increasing and F x rG x s 1. Because M h ) 0 it followso o
Y .  .that M h ) 0 and M h could not be a maximum. The same is true of
Y Y Y Y Y1  .  .  .c which implies F y G is strictly convex so M h ) F x y G xo o2
) 0.
1Ä Äw xFinally, e follows by considering a rv 3 such that P 3 s x " h s .2 2 o 2
Then Chebyshev's inequality applied twice along with FYrF ) GYrG
yields
Y YÄ ÄF 3 G 3 .  .2 2Y Ä Ä ÄEF 3 G E EF 3 G E EF 3 .  .  .2 2 2Ä ÄF 3 G 3 .  .2 2
Y ÄEG 3 .2 ÄG EF 3 . A6 . .2ÄEF 3 .2
Y Y Y1 Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .  .Hence, M h s EF 3 y EG 3 ) 0, because EF 3 ) EG 3 fol-2 2 2 22
 .lows from M h ) 0.
 .A simple application of Theorem A, d shows that frJg when f x s
x  . x yxe y 0.05, g x s ce q de , c, d being positive constants, x G 0. The
Ä Äw x w xcase c s 1 d s 1 with P 3 s 0 s 0.3, P 3 s 1 s 0.7 shows that, al-2 2
though frJg and the functions are continuous, frg does not hold.
 .The method of proof of Theorem A yields a byproduct when f x s
 . Y .  . Y .  . 2sin kx, g x s cos kx, k constant. Then, f x rf x s g x rg x s yk ,
 . Y . Y .and A3 with ``) '' replaced by ``s '' leads to F h y G h s
2  .  ..  .yk F h y G h , and so, cf. A5 , to
MY h s yk 2M h . A7 .  .  .
 .  .  .Now, because M h s M yh , M o s o, must be either a strict maxi-
 .mum or a strict minimum or else M h is constant near h s o. But a strict
 .  Y .maximum or minimum is contradicted by A7 e.g., M h - o near
 .  ..  . X .h s o implies M h ) o ) M o so M h and M h must be zero
X .everywhere in ye - h - e for small enough e ) 0. Continuity of M h
 .then requires that M h s 0 everywhere. This proves the equality,
sin x y h q sin x q h cos x y h q cos x q h .  .  .  .o o o os , A8 .
2 sin x 2 cos xo o
assuming sin x cos x ` 0.o o
 .  .Truth of A8 is obvious because the ratios in it equal cos h . It is
curious that it is not listed in an unsystematic sampling of 10 trigonometry
texts that have several pages devoted to identities involving sines and
cosines.
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